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Abstract

A theoretical categorization of the onset of tearing modes in tokamaks is presented using DIII-D equi-

librium reconstructions as initial conditions in the NIMROD nonlinear 3-D resistive magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) code [C.R. Sovinec,et al., J. Comp. Phys.195, 355 (2004)]. The onset mechanism of tearing

modes are categorized into three types: spontaneous, mixed, and forced depending on the importance of

linear instability versus forced reconnection. The physics of the early evolution of growing tearing modes

in simulations with time varying linear instability drive,nonlinear coupling between modes, and neoclassi-

cal bootstrap drive are compared to experimental data to explain this qualitative categorization. Important

effects, such as rotational shear and thermal anisotropy, are included and confirm that these simulations are

consistent with the experimental observations in DIII-D.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The appearance of non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations in tokamak experiments is of

great concern because of the generally negative effects they have on confinement. Detailed un-

derstanding of the causes of the onset of these perturbations is difficult because at the size that

diagnostics detect them, they are already in a nonlinear state. Of particular concern are instabilities

that reconnect magnetic field lines and create magnetic islands within a magnetic field containing

plasma; i.e., tearing modes. Unlike interchange or kink instabilities, tearing modes break field lines

at all amplitudes enhancing cross-field transport, degrading confinement, and sometimes leading

to disruptions in tokamaks. Understanding the physics of the onset and evolution of tearing modes

in tokamak plasmas is a major challenge in plasma physics that remains poorly understood [1].

A linear stability index for the tearing mode∆′ was described by Furthet al. [2] using resistive

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory in a slab. Tearing mode theory was developed further by

others [3–6] to include effects such as pressure, toroidal geometry, two-fluid and kinetic effects and

nonlinear evolution, all of which use∆′ as the key measure of the plasma free energy. Early studies

of tearing modes in high-β ≡ 2µ0P/B
2 (TFTR) discharges [7] observed several discrepancies

with resistive and two-fluid theories: the consistent calculation of a negative∆′, especially for

modes with relatively high poloidal mode numbers [m = (3 − 5)], the scaling of the appearance

of the modes with the poloidal betaβp and the initial growth behavior of the mode. Many features

of the modes were explained using neoclassical tearing mode(NTM) theory [6], in which the

helically perturbed bootstrap current contributes to the destabilization.

Originally, NTM theory predicted instability at several rational surfaces, yet typically only one

dominant mode rose above the observation threshold of the diagnostics. To explain these discrep-

ancies, two “threshold models” were developed, one based onanistropic pressure equilibration [8],

and the other on two-fluid polarization physics [9]. These neoclassical, pressure, and polarization

threshold effects are embodied in the modified Rutherford equation which can be given as [9–11]:

dW

dt
= k0η

⋆

[

∆⋆ +Dnc
W

(W 2 +W 2
d )

+
DR/(αs −H)
√

W 2 +W 2
d

+
Dpol(ω)

W 3

]

, (1.1)

whereW is the full-width of the island, andη∗ is the resistive diffusion coefficient including

enhancements due to the neoclassical closure. The∆⋆ term [10], where∆⋆ ∼ ∆′, represents

the drive from the parallel-current-gradient free energy source. DR is the resistive interchange

parameter as defined in Ref. [5], and theDR term represents the “Glasser effect” [5, 6] - a generally
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stabilizing effect due to the good average curvature in tokamak configurations [12].

TheDnc term [10, 13, 14] represents the free energy in the bootstrapcurrent, and this destabi-

lizing drive can cause island growth above some finiteW provided by these forced reconnection

events. The exact form ofDnc depends on the closure for the electron stress tensor and thege-

ometry assumed, but may be approximated byDnc ≈ − [µe/(µe + νe)] (dp/dq)q/(〈B
2
Θ〉/2µ0) [7].

The simple physics picture of an NTM is that a nonlinear island has a pressure perturbation due to

parallel heat conduction which perturbs the bootstrap current in such a way as to cause the island

to grow.

TheWd factor [8, 11] represents the effect of incomplete pressureflattening around an island.

Using a Braginskii form for the heat flux,

~q = −χ‖b̂b̂ · ~∇p− χ⊥
~∇⊥p , (1.2)

one can see that perpendicular diffusion can compete with rapid parallel equilibration near rational

surfaces wherek‖ ≈ 0. At an island width on the order ofWd ∼
(

χ⊥/χ‖

)1/4
or less, perpendicular

diffusion reduces the perturbed bootstrap current while the Glasser effect becomes independent of

island width. For an island which is resistively stable but neoclassically unstable, this gives a

threshold island size below which any island decays.

In the polarization threshold model, theDpol term represents the effect of the polarization cur-

rent and can be derived using either two-fluid [1, 15, 16] or kinetic [9] theory. Although the two-

fluid model gives the wrong scaling, both theories give the same form and show either a stabilizing

or destabilizing effect depending on the rotation frequency ω of the mode. If it is a stabilizing term,

this also gives a threshold island width. This is most easilyseen in the limit ofWd = 0 in Eq. 1.1,

where the destabilizingDnc term will compete with the other stabilizingDpol and∆′ terms, and

at someW we finddW/dt > 0. Currently, a complete prediction of the stability properties of the

Dpol term is neither analytically nor computationally possibledue to the difficulties of computing

the kinetic effects of the electrons and ions on such small length scales [1].

In early neoclassical papers [7], the islands are presumed to be stable (∆′ < 0) unless “seeded”

by a forced reconnection event caused by another mode such asa sawtooth or ELM. Later, ex-

perimental evidence for “spontaneous NTMs” was presented [17, 18]. Note that initially “NTM”

referred only to∆′ < 0 modes that were driven unstable by the bootstrap current term. In this

work, we adopt the experimental terminology and refer to a tearing mode in any high-performance

discharge as an NTM because the bootstrap current is always present to affect the dynamics. Be-
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cause these spontaneous NTMs grow from small amplitude (below the observational limit), they

are either∆′ unstable or driven unstable by the polarization term. Here we focus on the linear

instability drive (represented by the∆′ term), and acknowledge that two-fluid spontaneous onset

(represented by theDpol term) can be important, but is difficult to quantify from botha theoretical

and experimental point of view [1].

The difference between the onset mechanisms described in this paper can be viewed as coming

from a competition between classic linear drive, extended MHD effects and nonlinear coupling,

and the saturated state of each of these NTMs do not differ significantly. Thus, current experi-

mental observations are best explained by classifying the onset of the NTMs into three categories:

spontaneous, mixed, and forced. In spontaneous onset cases, the seed island is created by brief

linear instability and subsequently transitions to a linearly stable, but nonlinearly unstable state. In

forced onset cases, the rational surface is linearly stable, and the seed island is directly driven by

forced reconnection through coupling to another mode, suchas a sawtooth mode. In mixed onset

cases, both linear instability and nonlinear coupling drive play a role in causing mode onset.

In recent years the tools have become available to evaluate the tearing mode stability param-

eters for experimental equilibrium reconstructions to sufficient accuracy that distinguishing these

onset cases is possible. In references [18, 19] the stability parameters∆′ andΓ′ (the resistive

interchange stability index) were found from an asymptoticmatching numerical method valid for

toroidal geometry [20–22]. For simplicity, the diagonal values of the∆′ matrix were used to sin-

gle out the∆′ for the particular mode. The other terms in the modified Rutherford equation were

integrated and used in conjunction with∆′ in the island evolution equation to study neoclassical

tearing modes. Although these studies were successful in explaining some of the features of the

experimental discharges, uncertainties in evaluating thestrength of the mode coupling to produce

seed islands complicated the analysis. Also, although the linear drive from the approach to ideal

instability was studied in the presence of a sawtooth mode, this was not compared in detail to cases

with linear stability and mode coupling drive (i.e. the forced onset mechanism).

To mitigate the uncertainty of these methods, and clarify the categorization of these onset mech-

anisms, here we present a complementary study to the above analysis by using detailed nonlinear

initial-value simulations of tearing modes in DIII-D discharges. The three categories proposed for

NTM onset mechanisms (spontaneous, mixed and forced) are treated in three sections. First, in

Section II, spontaneous NTM onset is described, where the early mode evolution and the effect of

time dependent linear destabilization is isolated from mode coupling. Second, in Section III, the
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mixed onset case is discussed, where the linear stability ischanging in the presence of coupling

drive and both are responsible for the NTM threshold being surpassed. Third, in Section IV, the

forced onset cases are described where coupling from a mode elsewhere in the plasma directly

seeds a NTM that is linearly stable. Finally, a discussion ofthe significance of these results is

presented in Section V.

II. SPONTANEOUS SEEDING MECHANISM

A tearing onset that is due to linear instability at a rational surface is categorized as a sponta-

neous onset, even if the tearing mode subsequently evolves into the NTM state with negative∆′

and linear stability. Although tearing modes can appear spontaneously due to current gradients in

the absence of pressure, in tokamaks operating near the ideal limit in β, analytic and numerical

models of linear tearing stability show strong variation of∆′ near ideal instability boundaries,

the very regime where NTMs are most prevalent. Such plasmas are invariably unstable to resis-

tive MHD modes[23] since small changes in the equilibrium can dramatically affect∆′ and cause

instability. This property of∆′ has been studied analytically, and numerically [18, 19] with the

PEST-III code [20].

The importance of∆′ was considered experimentally by modeling the approach of the plasma

to instability in the presence of heating, similar to the work of Callen for ideal modes [24], and

comparing with experiment. The results [19] have shown thatfor spontaneous NTMs driven by

increasing∆′ on approach to the ideal boundary, the experimentalβN value reached by the time

the island width has grown to some arbitrarily chosen smallw ≈ 1 cm, as a function ofdβN/dt,

agrees with theoretical predictions. This work also showedthat a model for a stabilizing polar-

ization current which diminishes at island widths below theion banana orbit width qualitatively

reproduces a lull in the growth rates observed in experimentat small island width.

A DIII-D experiment was designed and performed to determinethis effect of increasing∆′ near

the ideal MHD instability boundary on tearing stability. Excellent agreement was found between

the experiment and the modeling prediction [19]. The experiment was designed to isolate the role

of ∆′ by avoiding seeding mechanisms such as sawteeth (qmin ∼ 1.4), and by varyingdβN/dt

using neutral beam ramping on approach to onset of a2/1 NTM.

To complement this study, an equilibrium specification was constructed using DIII-D data to

reproduce the shape and zero dimensional parameters of the equilibria generated in the experiment
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described above, but profiles were parameterically specified to allow for variability. Accurate

pressure and safety factor (q) profiles reconstructed directly from experiment have beenfound

to be robustly unstable to edge localized modes, complicating the study of core modes such as

the2/1 NTM. However, the basic physics of the core mode should be independent of the details

near the edge. Thus, the profiles adopted in this study have the gradient inP approaching zero

near the edge, similar to L-mode operation, while theq profile and zero dimensional parameters

approach those of the experiment withβN near the ideal kink limit (Fig. 1). This allows for lower

local gradients in the pedestal region, avoiding edge instabilities which would complicate the

interpretation, while still reaching large values ofβ and not strongly altering the local conditions

at theq = 2 surface.

The pressure is then increased multiplicatively for a series of equilibria while conservingq,

allowing for a study of linear stability. This is intended tomimic the experimental results, where

pressure increases from beam heating on a timescale much faster than the current relaxation time.

This is still a good assumption even in the slow heating regime where, although the heating is on

a similar timescale to the island growth rate, this is still faster than the global current relaxation

time, which is on the order of a few seconds.

This series of equilibria was investigated linearly with NIMROD to determine if it was suffi-

ciently close to the ideal MHD stablility boundary as desired. The results showed that then = 1

mode was the only unstable mode, and the2/1 harmonic was the most unstable harmonic (i.e.,

had the most energy in the linear phase). The resultant growth rates as a function ofβ are shown

in Fig. 2. The instability is rapidly increasing in growth rate with increasingβ, in agreement with

our desired increase in∆′.

Nonlinear initial value simulations test the predictions from the simple models, while providing

far more accurate insight into the dependence on the heatingrate and how mode coupling effects

the evolution. Using the equilibrium atβN ∼ 1.7 from Fig. 2 as an initial value, simulations with

heating were performed to compare with previous results anddetermine how the nonlinear cou-

pling changes the result. The time dependent heating is imposed asP = Po(1+γht) much like the

series of equilibria used in the linear studies. The pressure is increased on a timescale much faster

than the current relaxation time, by takingγh ∼ 200−400 s−1, while the global resistive diffusion

time τR ∼ 0.1 s, and therefore the safety factor (q) profile is essentially conserved [25]. These

simulations are performed atSsim ∼ 1× 106, and the heating rate is applied atγ ∼ Sexp/Ssimγexp

whereSexp ∼ 1 × 108. Here the Lundquist numberS ≡ τR/τA is the ratio of the resistive time to
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the Alfven time, and ”exp” refers to values in the experiment while ”sim” refers to value sin the

simulation. Theγexp ∼ dβN/dt ∼ 1 − 10 in Ref. [19].

Due to the increasing heating rate, the instability exhibits faster-than-exponential growth in the

linear phase as shown in Fig. 3(a). This could be seen as the resistive MHD counterpart to the

study in Ref. [24]. Looking at the growth rates in Fig. 3(b) asthe simulation withγh = 400 s−1

reaches larger∆′ twice as fast as the200 s−1 case, the growth rates are always larger in the linear

phase. The faster heated case will have a largerβ and larger growth rate at the same mode energy

or island width as the slower heated case, as seen by the colorcoded points in Fig. 3. This can

equivalently be stated as: the slower ramp rate case reachesthe same growth rate in twice the time,

but at the sameβ. However, if we consider the energies in the mode at those times, the energies

are of course not at this ratio, but instead the slower heatedcase has reached a larger energy in

twice the time. This is in agreement with the results of Ref. [19], and should be measurable in the

experiment.

This basic temporal effect is true also in the Rutherford regime, and for any growth rate that is

a monotonically increasing function withβ. In the experiment the islands are not detected until

they are in Rutherford regime, and this physical dependenceof the growth rate on heating rate at

the minimum detected island size determines in part how muchECCD power, for example, will

be necessary to stabilize such an island.

The equilibrium is preserved with implicit sources in thesesimulations, and therefore the finite

island effects onβ are competing with these sources. At larger island size the island enters the

Rutherford regime, where the island width increases algebraically, and the islands are visible with

field line tracing as seen in Fig. 4. Here, the island grows larger than the perpendicular thermal

diffusivity scale length and enhanced transport effects are represented directly in the perturbed

temperature fields.

The perturbedn = 0 electron temperature from two times in a nonlinear heated simulation is

shown in Fig. 5. Just before the island begins to cause significant radial transport, the perturbed

n = 0 temperature is mainly the result of additions to then = 0 pressure from heating, having the

form of the equilibrium pressure. Att = 1.4× 10−3 s the island has grown to a moderate size and

causes significant radial transport as evidenced in Fig. 5(b). The anisotropic heat conduction does

cause fast parallel heat loss as the island grows, however most of the effect is in then = 0 part

of the temperature and not then = 1. This causes the maximum core pressure to actually drop

despite the heating mechanism described above, as shown in Fig. 6. As the pressure in the core
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drops the ideal kink instability is averted, and the tearingmode slowly grows until the heating rate

is balanced by the enhanced transport.

These simulations clearly reproduce the evolving linear instability drive from the island evolu-

tion equation, confirming the validity of the theory and suggesting this effect should be observed

in experiment. Here there is no asymptotic matching condition with an inner layer or Rutherford

assumption, as there is in linear growth rate and island evolution analyses. Instead the full MHD

equations are integrated, giving creedance to the validityof the island evolution results published

earlier [19].

III. MIXED SEEDING MECHANISM

Any tearing onset, where an unstable mode elsewhere in the plasma generates a seed island via

nonlinear coupling, but in which a change in linear stability enables the crossing of the neoclassical

threshold, we designate as a mixed onset mechanism. If we include a series of sawteeth in the

evolution described above, the nonlinear coupling drive will create seed islands, which will then

respond to the changing linear stability drive. Near the ideal stability limit, even a slight increase

in core pressure will cause a sawtooth seed island to cross the neoclassical threshold and evolve to

the NTM state.

DIII-D discharge 86166 is an ITER-like long-pulse experiment which has a series of sawtooth

events and the eventual emergence of am/n = 3/2 tearing mode which causes confinement

degradation as seen in Fig. 7. Because the beam power is constant throughout the time sequence

shown, and there is relatively little variation in plasma parameters, the emergence of the3/2 mode

after a series of nearly identical sawteeth had been a mystery. Recently, a theory has been put

forth [19] which explains the triggering of the3/2 mode as being classically driven due to a sharp

increase in∆′
3/2 (the tearing stability index for the3/2 mode) when the plasma is near ann = 2

ideal kink stability boundary as seen in Fig. 8. Equilibriumreconstructions between sawteeth

were analyzed for stability [18, 19], and show that althoughneoclassical terms remain essentially

constant, the slight increase in core pressure causes a sharp increase in∆′ due to the proximity of

the idealn = 2 limit. This theory primarily uses highly accurate equilibrium reconstructions and

the PEST-III [22] calculation of the∆′ matrix as its theoretical tool. This approach is justified since

the analyses are done at times between sawteeth, when the1/1 amplitude is small and therefore

the coupling to the3/2 is expected to be small.
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This discharge is an excellent example of a mixed onset mechanism. The changes in then = 2

behavior between the two cases appears to be due to changes inthe linear stability ofm/n = 3/2

mode, despite the presence of a sawtooth instability. AsβN approaches ideal limit at the onset

of 3/2 NTM, the∆′ pole is the underlying mechanism for destabilization. Thisincrease in linear

drive causes the3/2 seed island to cross the neoclassical threshold and transition to the NTM

state. To characterize the linear stability evolution, theprofiles from equilibrium reconstructions

at texp = 2990 ms and3600 ms were used as a basis of a series of equilibria and them/n = 3/2

∆′ was evaluated. In Fig. 8, thetexp = 2990 ms equilibrium has aβN/4ℓi value of0.883. Then,

holding theq profile fixed, the pressure was increased in a transitional interpolation to the pressure

profile from the equilibrium reconstruction at the time of3/2 mode onset,texp = 3600 ms, and

beyond. TheβN is normalized by4ℓi, the empirical estimate of the ideal limit in discharges of this

type. The actual computed ideal limits are shown on the figurenearβN/4ℓi ∼ 1. As shown in

the figure,∆′ is negative for thet = 2990 ms equilibrium, but it increases rapidly as the pressure

is increased in the interpolation towards the ideal marginal stability point for thatq profile. The

large increase in∆′ seen in the figure occurs near the sameβN as thetexp = 3600 ms case.∆′ for

thetexp = 3600 ms equilibrium is lower than if the2990 msq profile were used as shown by the

lower value. This is because the changes in theq profile are generally stabilizing, as seen by the

increase in the ideal marginal stability point with the3600 msq profile.

This work shows that the dw/dt from the island evolution equation agrees withdw/dt from

experimental data [19], even without nonlinear coupling and with axisymmetric∆′. Nonlinear

coupling betweenn = 1 andn = 2 modes and the effects of finite island width on the linear drive

were not addressed by that model, and seeding was just assumed. The question of how these will

affect the stability and evolution can be addressed by full nonlinear simulations.

To test the theory, NIMROD simulations were performed at twotime slices,texp = 2990 ms

andtexp = 3600 ms which are near two separate sawtooth crashes (Fig. 7) longbefore and right

at onset of the 3/2 NTM. As seen in Fig. 9, the primary difference between these two equilibria is

in the pressure profiles. The simulations were performed at aLundquist number ofS = 2.4× 106

and a Prandtl number ofPr = νk/η = 1000 whereνk is the kinetic viscosity andη is the resistive

diffusion coefficient, with a finite-element grid in the poloidal plane of60 radial vertexes and

60 poloidal vertexes with quartic polynomial Lagrangian elements and packing at the rational

surfaces. The toroidal direction is discretized in wavenumber including then = 0, 1, 2 modes.

The results of the NIMROD simulations are shown in Fig. 10 where the mode energies are
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plotted. In both cases, the initial mode perturbation growth is due to a1/1 mode. As the mode

becomes larger, anm/n = 3/2 island is driven due to the toroidal coupling of the2/2 mode (which

is nonlinearly generated from the1/1 mode), and due to the coupling of the1/1 and2/1 modes

(where the2/1 is generated due to the toroidal coupling to the1/1 mode). The1/1 mode grows

quickly and begins nonlinearly driving the2/2 and3/2 components before the linear stability of

the3/2 can be assessed. That then = 2 mode is driven nonlinearly can be clearly seen from the

slope of then = 2 curve being twice that of then = 1 curve in Fig. 10. After being nonlinearly

driven, then = 2 mode from the earlier case decays, while thetexp = 3600 case continues to

grow. These are the same modes as observed in experiment, with similar relative amplitudes as

the experiment, which in itself is a point of agreement and isencouraging. The differences in the

behavior of the3/2 mode are mainly in the differences of the linear drive and notthe nonlinear

coupling.

It is evident from then = 1 energy in Fig. 10 that the1/1 mode does not fully reconnect. This

is also clear in Fig. 11, which shows the Poincare plot of the magnetic field line tracing at the final

state of the simulations oftexp = 2990 and3600 ms. This is because the initialq profile has a

minimum ofqmin ∼ 0.98 and the mode is not strongly driven to reconnection. Theq = 1 mode

does grow to a similar size in inversion radius as in the experiment, and the limited reconnection is

not surprising since this is (intentionally) a time of lown = 1 activity in the experimental data. In

fact, in the experiment, the sawtooth precursor is slowly increasing in signal strength within any

sawtooth cycle, leading up to the fast crash, increasing thesize of the driven3/2 seed island along

with it each time. So, although we do not model all of the physics of the sawtooth mode, what

we want is a similar physical space distribution of the mode structure to the experiment, a similar

maximum amplitude of the1/1 mode to the experiment, and (perhaps most importantly) a similar

size of the mode between simulations.

Considering Fig. 11, the core1/1 structure is clearly evident, but also two separate2/2 islands

are evident as well. These arise from the presence of twoq = 1 surfaces in the weakly reversed

q profile in Fig. 9. Surrounding this core structure we see the3/2 mode, and a weaker showing

of a 2/1 component. Although the amplitude and radius of the core modes are relatively similar

between simulations, the simulation oftexp = 3600 ms shows a significantly larger3/2 island

chain than that at2990 ms, in agreement with previous results [19].

Studying the structure and nonlinear evolution of these modes can lead to new intuition and

new physics. These simulations illustrate the important factors in the evolution; then = 1 mode is
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dominated by the1/1 perturbed pressure while then = 2 mode is dominated by the3/2 perturbed

current. At the time in the simulation corresponding to Fig.11, the Fourier components of the

perturbed fields were projected into real space at40 toroidal locations, and isosurfaces of the

pressure and toroidal current density fields were chosen fora visualization of the mode structure

in Fig. 12. Here, an isosurface of the perturbedn = 1 pressure is shown in gold, surrounded by an

isourface of the perturbedn = 2 toroidal current density in green. The structure of the perturbed

pressure isosurface is dominantly1/1 helicity, while the structure of the toroidal current density is

dominantly3/2 helicity.

A. The effects of anisotropy and toroidal flow shear

Since there exists in the experiment significant toroidal flow shear and extreme anisotropic

conditions, the question of their effect on the coupling between the modes must be addressed.

Equilibria were therefore constructed with accurate toroidal flow profiles included as a component

to the pressure. The reconstruction was done within the fitting against diagnostics and kinetic

data that specifies the toroidal flow profile using the EFIT code [26]. The change in the force

balance is proportional to the square of the Mach number. Theexperimental Mach numberM =

ΩRo

√

ρi/(2P ) is relatively low at 0.1 as seen in Fig. 13, giving approximately a one percent

change in the equilibrium. Here,Ω is the rotational frequency in radians/s,Ro is the major radius,

ρi is the ion mass density, andP is the pressure. In the model, the background pressure is modified

by rotation asPr = Pe((R/Ro)2−1)M2

, wherePr is the rotational inclusive pressure andR is the

local major radius. This causes the resultant pressure to not be a function of magnetic flux. The

inclusion of rotation only changed the equilibrium slightly in this case, but accurate force balance

must be met for the initial value simulation. Even at this lowMach number, it is the relative

rotation of the two rational surfaces1/1 and3/2 that can effect the coupling, even for moderate

toroidal flow shear.

Nevertheless, the experimental toroidal flow shear and anisotropy do not affect the overall

diagnosis. Cases were varied in a multiplicative factor of rotation between0 and the experimental

toroidal flow frequency of4.4× 104s−1 on axis, using the experimental profile shape. The growth

rates of then = 1 andn = 2 modes both decrease by approximately10% and the driven amplitude

of the3/2 is reduced slightly with rotation. However, then = 2 component is still driven unstable,

even with the toroidal flow shear, and the1/1 mode cycles through the reconnection. Subsequently,
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the3/2 is still linearly unstable.

From Figs. 13 and 9, the relative toroidal rotation frequency between the3/2 and1/1 surfaces

is small, although rotation varies significantly elsewherein the profile. Assuming constant density

and taking the ratioM(q = 2)/M(q = 1) = Ω(q = 2)/Ω(q = 1)
√

P (q = 1)/P (q = 2), with a

pressure ratio of1.5 and a Mach number ratio of1.3, thenΩ(q = 2) ≈ Ω(q = 1).

To more clearly study the effects of rotation in this case, equilibria were also constructed with

a constantdΩ/dψ and density. The results of simulations with these conditions were compared to

the experimental profile results, with the angular frequency at the magnetic axis being used as the

reference point for comparison. Although the experimentalprofile is shown to slightly stabilize

the linear growth rate of the1/1 (and hence the driven growth of the3/2) with increasing rotation,

with the constant shear profile the linear growth rate of the1/1 (and hence the driven growth of

the 3/2) increases with increasing rotation, as seen in Fig. 14. Theratio between those growth

rates decreases as expected from the shielding effect of therotational shear. But, the reduction in

the drive to the3/2 with increasing flow is relatively small, even for constant rotation shear where

∆Ω ≈ Ω∆ψ ≈ 0.3Ω. Here,∆ψ is the difference in normalized poloidal flux (or minor radial

coordinate) between the1/1 and3/2 surfaces, and∆Ω is the difference in rotation, which can be

large. In these simulations the1/1 mode grows to full size int ≈ 3 × 10−4 s while ∆Ω is on the

order of1 × 104 s−1 or more. Hence the modes rotate past each other several timesduring the

growth.

A point of interest is that these simulations reveal how various physics effects change the

mode structures during the evolution. Initial mode structures are in agreement with linear predic-

tions, while in the nonlinear phases, the mode structure becomes contorted by flow shear, thermal

anisotropy and nonlinear coupling between simultaneouslyunstable modes as shown in Fig. 15.

Here then = 1 perturbed electron temperature is shown. The early time in the simulation re-

sembles a classic1/1 eigenfunction, while the later time is shows a complex radial structure for

the1/1 and a significant2/1 component. Then = 2 mode has an analogous, and perhaps more

intricate structure in the later stages.

When the perturbed temperature becomes large enough relative to the equilibrium temperature,

temperature flattening occurs. These simulations use a perpendicular thermal diffusivity of1m2/s

and a parallel diffusivity of1 × 108 m2/s. Anisotropy causesTe to equilibrate along field lines

quickly and therefore causes the contours ofTe to be conformal to surfaces of section from field

line tracing. Using this diffusivity model, pressure flattening in agreement with what is observed
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in experiment requires highk‖/k⊥ 108−12. The DIII-D experimental value is thought to be ap-

proximately1 × 108. In the experiment, temperature flattening causes a deficit in the bootstrap

current, which drives the neoclassical tearing mode. With linear instability playing a role, the

accuracy of the treatment of the anisotropy is not critical as the mode will tend to grow to large

enough size for the temperature flattening to occur. This is somewhat due to the presence of the

overwhelming linear instability drive. Were the3/2 mode linearly stable, with nonlinear coupling

drive generating seed islands only marginally near the experimentalwd where pressure flattening

becomes important, a self consistent simulation of onset would require capturing this flattening

and the associated neoclassical bootstrap current to extreme accuracy in the small island. These

are the conditions in Forced onset cases.

IV. FORCED SEEDING MECHANISM

A tearing mode onset in which the mode is linearly stable throughout the entire evolution, and

is driven past the threshold size for nonlinear instabilityto saturate at some finite size, is catego-

rized as a forced onset. With no linear drive the neoclassical drive must be extremely accurately

represented in order to self-consistently simulate the instability growth through the growth of the

n = 1, and after then = 1 has saturated and begins decaying. Most or all simulations of neo-

classical tearing modes to date have imposed an eigenfunction of substantial finite island size as

an initial condition to avoid the difficulty of the onset calculation. For self consistent onset sim-

ulations of the seeding of a3/2 NTM, the n = 1 mode must drive ann = 2 island beyond the

neoclassical threshold, forcing the heat flow dynamics within the small seed island to be handled

correctly to obtain the correct threshold island size for subsequent growth to a large NTM. The

neoclassical closure scheme forces calculations to be donewith extremely realistic parameter val-

ues, such asS ∼ 108, in order to even qualitatively obtain results consistent with the experimental

observations. This is explained in detail below.

NIMROD has recently included a new form for neoclassical closures. Initial numerical sim-

ulations of NTM’s employed a simpledp/dψ form of the bootstrap current term in the parallel

Ohm’s law of a reduced MHD formulation [27]. Subsequent numerical work also used this type

of closure [28], which gives the simplest description necessary for producing a pressure-driven

unstable island that is resistively stable. Recently, a heuristic closure was developed to improve
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thedp/dψ form [29]. The closure gives as the divergence of the stress tensor for each speciesα

~∇ · Πα = ραµα〈B
2〉

~Vα · ~eΘ
(

~B · ~eΘ

)2~eΘ , (4.1)

where the viscous damping coefficient,µα, contains information about the magnetic geometry and

particle trapping and~eΘ is a unit vector in the poloidal direction [30–32].

The two main advantages of this closure are: (1) it includes all of the neoclassical physics

– enhanced polarization current, neoclassical enhancement of the resistivity, and poloidal flow

damping [33–35] – contained in analytic theories [10] whichhave successfully been used in com-

paring to experiments, and (2) it is suitable for numerical implementation – including producing

entropy when averaged over the plasma volume as required by energy conservation – in nonlinear

initial-value codes which can numerically investigate effects such as mode coupling which are

difficult to analytically quantify. This closure has been well-benchmarked [29] and is successful

in reproducing the analytic stability boundary as seen in Fig. 16. The closure is easy to implement

numerically because it is a “local” closure which depends onthe local thermodynamic variables. A

general closure that would be completely rigorous would necessarily require the physics at a given

location to depend strongly on the “non-local” informationalong characteristic particle trajecto-

ries that depend sensitively on equilibrium and perturbed electromagnetic fields. At the present

time, such closures are not possible on the time scales with which we wish to compute. Efforts

are being made to develop “non-local” closures which can be used in calculations on MHD time

scales [36], but at the present time, the heuristic closure described in Eq. 4.1 appears to be the best

closure for simulating neoclassical tearing modes.

A DIII-D discharge shown in Fig. 17, similar in form to those shown in Fig. 9, where a sawtooth

crash apparently forces onset of am/n = 3/2 NTM according to the linear stability analysis, is

simulated to test this closure and determine if it can yield aquantitative description of the growth

of the forced3/2 NTM. Nonlinear coupling from the2/2 component of the1/1 to the3/2 surface

generates a seed island larger than the neoclassical limit,which subsequently grows neoclassically

in the discharge. The unstable mode spectrum in the linear stability analysis and simulations

agrees with that in the discharge. This is a direct consequence of the accuracy of equilibrium

reconstructions. Here,m/n = 1/1 is the dominant mode andm/n = 3/2 is linearly stable

throughout the discharge, as the discharge is far from the ideal kink limit and the corresponding

pole effect as shown in Fig. 18. Thus the3/2 mode has no linear drive. Figure 18 is the result of
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a similar analysis technique to Fig. 8, except that here, thepressure is multiplicatively increased,

instead of being linearly interpolated between equilibria, asq is conserved.

The nonlinear coupling of them/n = 1/1 mode with them/n = 3/2 mode was investigated

first using the standard resistive MHD model (Appendix A). InFig. 19, the width of them/n =

3/2 mode as a function of time is shown for three values of the Lundquist number. Because

the growth rate of the1/1 mode is reduced as the Lundquist number is increased, the time has

been renormalized to the linear growth time of the1/1 mode for each Lundquist number. As the

Lundquist number increases, the generated island decreases as predicted by analytic theory [37].

Without the neoclassical closure drive, driven3/2 islands are all stable after the1/1 mode saturates

and decays, in agreement with the linear stability. The NTM in the experiment grows tow ∼

10 cm, a size much larger than these seed islands. However, the driven size of the simulated

seed islands are in the correct range for seed islands observed in experiment in general, namely

w ∼ 1 − 2 cm.

The accurate inclusion of the heuristic neoclassical closure is challenging but shows promise

of agreement with experiment in realistic simulations. Thekey to simulating neoclassical tearing

modes is to have sufficient pressure flattening in the vicinity of the island. Finite perpendicular

diffusivity provides a threshold island width that scales asWd ∼
(

χ⊥/χ‖

)1/4
[8]. For the mode

to grow, it is necessary to have sufficiently large parallel thermal diffusivity to overcome this

threshold. To match the same asymptotic regime as the experiment in order to have the same

physics, it is necessary to have the scale length of the thermal diffusivity anisotropy be greater

than the visco-resistive layer width (Wd > δV ) [11], whereδV ∼ η1/6ν1/6 is the linear layer

width of the mode [38] with viscosity and resistivity included. This implies that the simulations

need to be run at large Lundquist number. This decreases the generated island size which implies

that a larger anisotropy ratio is needed to obtain a lower threshold. As pointed out by Lutjens

and coworkers [11], this generally implies that the simulations need to be run at the same plasma

parameters as the experiment. Essentially the plasma parameters are severely constrained by the

ordering of length scales.

In Fig. 20, the results of the simulations of DIII-D discharge 86144 using neoclassical MHD

(Appendix A) are shown. As can be seen from the normalized times, the anisotropic heat con-

duction changes the behavior of them/n = 1/1 mode and hence the generated3/2 mode. The

anisotropic heat conduction has a stabilizing effect on the1/1 mode and further decreases the size

of the secondary islands, in addition to the shielding effect caused by higher Lundquist numbers.
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Despite several long simulations, to date, we have not self consistently simulated the island growth

from onset to the experimentally observed island size ofw ∼ 6−10 cm. As seen in the figure, the

simulations have not been run at sufficiently high Lundquistnumber to have the threshold over-

come the linear visco-resistive layer width. As the Lundquist number is increased toS = 1× 107,

the visco-resistive layer width only reduces to just less than the perpendicular thermal diffusivity

scale lengthwd. This suggests that increasing the value ofS to the experimentalS = 1× 108 will

cause the visco-resistive scale length to be sufficiently small enough to allow the electromagnetic

eigenfunction to respond to the sharp contours of the temperature perturbation, and allow the neo-

classical drive to destabilize the simulated NTM. The slight increase in island widths as a function

of time with increasingS in Fig. 20 gives promise to this possibility. Current simulations are being

run with increasing the Lundquist number to decrease the layer width, and increasing the thermal

anisotropy to lower the threshold.

V. DISCUSSION

We have shown that the mechanism for destabilizing NTMs can be deciphered with comprehen-

sive stability analyses and placed into one of three categories; spontaneous, mixed, and forced. For

spontaneous onset, tearing onset is due to linear instability at a rational surface, even if the tearing

mode subsequently evolves into the NTM state with negative∆′ and linear stability. For mixed

onset, an unstable mode elsewhere in the plasma generates a seed island via nonlinear coupling,

and a change in linear stability enables the crossing of the neoclassical threshold. For forced onset,

the mode is linearly stable throughout the entire evolutionand is driven past the threshold size for

nonlinear instability by coupling from a mode elsewhere in the plasma, saturating at some finite

size. In each case, examples of nonlinear simulations and linear stability analyses were presented

which elucidate the physics of the onset mechanisms.

The simulations presented here have several goals in common: a self-consistent description

of how the plasma reaches the unstable state, the need for running simulations at realistic plasma

parameters, and the importance of mode coupling in interpreting the results. The free energy in the

pressure plays an important role in understanding tearing modes in modern tokamak experiments,

even in spontaneous tearing modes. When the plasma is near anideal MHD stability boundary,

simulations of these experiments are very sensitive to the equilibrium profiles that control the

marginality point. Accurate equilibrium reconstruction are a requisite step for these simulations in
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order to reproduce the correct spectrum of unstable modes. Even with a relatively limited physics

model, the nonlinear behavior is rich in details relative tothe numerical diffusivities used.

The ability to routinely run simulations of tokamak discharges at realistic values of diffusivities

(kinetic, electrical, and thermal) has greatly increased the power of these calculations in making

experimental comparisons and in being able to operate near the marginal stability point. At the

present time, NIMROD is yielding good qualitative agreement with experiment, marginally be-

yond what has been predicted by analytic theory. As the NIMROD code is further developed and

computing capabilities increase, we expect that the ability to routinely include additional physics;

such as shear flow, a vacuum region, two-fluid effects, and kinetic closures, will greatly increase

the ability to make quantitative comparisons with experimental results that are not analytically

accessible.

Of notable mention is that much or all of the results presented here do not take into account

two-fluid effects. In tearing mode evolution, two-fluid effects can be very important, especially at

high β, and can either be stabilizing or destabilizing, dependingon the propogation of the mode

in the plasma fluid flow frame. The island evolution equation incorporates a simplified two-fluid

effect in the polarization model, which is derived at large island width. Unfortunately this model

breaks down for islands much smaller than the banana orbit width, and the very form of this term

is in dispute even at large island width. Previous work[19] in studies of onset have used either a

free parameter to fit against data, or a cut off model at small island width for the polarization term.

In simulations, to include two-fluid physics, the full two-fluid equations must be solved, which is

considerably more difficult. In the cases presented here thedominant physics mechanisms should

remain even with two-fluid species, though changes in the quantitative results can be expected.

Alternative onset mechanisms due to two-fluid instabilities might also be possible.

In a burning plasma such as ITER, the reduced polarization model predicts a much smaller

threshold island size than in DIII-D. But, there is also a much smaller coupling drive predicted (for

example from sawteeth) and therefore smaller seed islands.The question of “exactly how much

smaller?” in both the case of the seed island generation and the threshold size is a quantitative one

which tells us when and how NTMs will be destabilized in ITER.Nonlinear NTM calculations are

extremely challenging! Efforts continue to self consistently simulate all three mechanisms of onset

in the transition to the saturated NTM state. The present work only shows that in DIII-D cases, the

methods we use exhibit some of the correct physics to describe the onset mechanisms. Applying

these techniques in a similar way to ITER equilibria is justified, but extremely challenging to
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interpret due to the extremely highS ∼ 1 × 109 and the non-existent experimental reference for

several key questions such as the inversion radius and amplitude of the sawteeth. If we assume

a specific equilibrium will be attainable in a burning plasmadevice, simulate a seed island size,

or a range therein, from sawteeth, and accurately include all the relevant effects of neoclassical

closures, thermal anisotropy, flow and two-fluid physics, wemay soon be able to predict the NTM

onset physics with some accuracy.

APPENDIX A: MAGNETOHDYRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS

Fluid equations are derived by taking velocity moments of the kinetic equation. By transform-

ing to the center-of-mass coordinate system, the single fluid form of the two-fluid equations can

be written in terms of evolution equations for density,n, flow, ~V , current, ~J , and total ion and

electron pressure,p:
dn

dt
+ n~∇ · ~V = 0 , (A1)

min
d~V

dt
= −~∇p+ ~J × ~B + µ∇2~V − ~∇ · Π , (A2)

~E + ~V × ~B = η ~J − ~∇ · Πe , (A3)

dp

dt
= − (γ − 1)

[

p~∇ · ~V + ~∇ · ~q
]

, (A4)

where the total time derivative,d/dt = ∂/∂t + ~V · ~∇ and ~E and ~B are the electric and magnetic

fields respectively, andη is the resistivity, andµ is the viscosity. In Eq. (A3), the whistler, Hall,

and electron inertia terms – the two-fluid physics – have beenneglected. In Eq. (A4), the Ohmic

heating and stress-tensor heating have been neglected because our simulation times are much less

than the transport time scales. These equations, in conjunction with Maxwell’s equations, are not

closed because the viscous stress tensors,Πα, and the conductive heat flows,~qα, are not specified.

Generally, one wishes to truncate the equations at this order and specify aclosure by expressing

Πα and~qα in terms of the known fluid variablesn, ~V , ~J, andp.

In the main body of the paper, three sets of equations are useddepending on the closure. That is,

the equations only differ in their treatment of the underlined terms in the above equations. The first

set of equations are the “resistive MHD equations” which arethe above equations withΠα and~qα

both set to zero. The second set of equations is the “resistive MHD equations with anisotropic heat

conduction”. In this case,Πα is zero, but the Braginskii heat flux is used from Eq. 1.2. The final

version of the equations, “neoclassical MHD equations” [30], uses the heuristic closure (Eq. (4.1))
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for Πα and the Braginskii heat flux for~qα. Finally, we note that sources and sinks are neglected in

the above equations. Sources can be simulated with time dependent heating as mentioned in the

main body of the text.
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List of Figure Captions

FIG. 1. The shape and equilibrium profiles used in the simulations to study tearing instability near

the ideal limit.

FIG. 2. The linear growth rates vs.βN using NIMROD for a series of equilibria with increasing

pressure and conservedq.

FIG. 3. The magnetic energy as a function of time (a) for the 2/1 mode in two nonlinear simulations

with 200 and 400(s−1) heating rates, and the growth rate in those simulations (b).The points

at which these simulations reach a mode energy of102.5 are illustrated with colored dots. The

increasing pressure from heating causes an increasing growth rate and faster than exponential

growth.

FIG. 4. Poincare plots of magnetic field lines traced at two times during a simulation of a spon-

taneous tearing mode onset. The initial time includes a small initial perturbation and is nearly

axisymmetric, while the late time shows significant 2/1 islands.

FIG. 5. The perturbed n=0 electron temperature at two times during a simulation of a spontaneous

tearing mode onset due to increasing pressure, including strong thermal anisotropy.

FIG. 6. The maximum core pressure as a function of time duringa nonlinear simulation of a

spontaneous tearing mode.

FIG. 7. DIII-D discharge 86166 observes a series of nearly identical sawteeth and then the emer-

gence of a confinement-degrading 3/2 mode. The NIMROD simulations start from equilibrium

reconstructions at the times shown.

FIG. 8. As the pressure increases, the∆′ parameter increases rapidly as it approaches the marginal

ideal MHD stability limit. The change inq profile from texp = 2990 ms to texp = 3600 ms is

generally stabilizing as seen by the increase in the ideal stability limit and the decrease in the∆′

value for the3600β value.

FIG. 9. The two equilibria from DIII-D discharge 86166 fromtexp = 2990 ms andtexp = 3600 ms

differ primarily in the pressure profiles. The flux surfaces shown are from the2990 ms equilibrium.
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FIG. 10. Despite similar equilibria, them/n = 3/2 island grows in the later simulation after the

sawtooth.

FIG. 11. The Poincare surface of section plot of the final state of the simulations of the early

(2990) and late (3600) times in the experiment. The 3/2 islands are larger and growing in the 3600

simulation.

FIG. 12. An isosurface of the perturbedn = 1 pressure in orange, surrounded by an isourface of

the perturbedn = 2 toroidal current density in green late in a simulation. Thisindicates that the

n = 1 perturbed pressure is dominated by the 1/1 mode while then = 2 perturbed toroidal current

density is dominated by the 3/2 mode.

FIG. 13. The mach number profile of the experimental discharge at3600 ms as reconstructed from

diagnostics. This profile is implemented in the force balance of the equilibrium.

FIG. 14. The growth rates of then = 1 andn = 2 modes as a function of rotational frequency

on axis (a) and the ratio of these growth rates (b) for three simulations with different values of

constant rotational shear.

FIG. 15. Then = 1 perturbed electron temperature at early (a) and late (b) times in the simu-

lation of time 3600 ms. The early time resembles the classic linear eigenfunction, while the late

time shows complex and contorted features from the nonlinear coupling, anisotropy and rotational

shear.

FIG. 16. The heuristic closure numerically reproduces the stability boundary expected from ana-

lytic theory.

FIG. 17. The fluctuatingn = 1 andn = 2 magnetic signals for DIII-D discharge 86144, showing

the onset of the 3/2 NTM.

FIG. 18. The normalized∆′ as a function ofβN for the equilibrium reconstructed just before

onset of the 3/2 NTM in discharge 86144. By ramping of the pressure while holding q fixed

and analyzing the stability of the 3/2 mode, it is evident that the equilibrium is stable to the 3/2,

insensitively so, and far from the ideal kink boundary.

FIG. 19. The secondary 3/2 island decreases as the Lundquistnumber increases.
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FIG. 20. Simulations of DIII-D discharge 86144 show sensitivity to the diffusivities used in the

simulations.
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stabilizing as seen by the increase in the ideal stability limit and the decrease in the∆′ value for the3600β

value.
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differ primarily in the pressure profiles. The flux surfaces shown are from the2990 msec equilibrium.
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FIG. 10: Despite similar equilibria, them/n = 3/2 island grows in the later simulation after the sawtooth.
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FIG. 11: The Poincare surface of section plot of the final state of the simulations of the early (2990) and

late (3600) times in the experiment. The 3/2 islands are larger and growing in the 3600 simulation.
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FIG. 12: An isosurface of the perturbed n=1 pressure in orange, surrounded by an isourface of the perturbed

n=2 toroidal current density in green late in a simulation. This indicates that the n=1 perturbed pressure is

dominated by the 1/1 mode while the n=2 perturbed toroidal current density is dominated by the 3/2 mode.
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FIG. 13: The mach number profile of the experimental discharge at3600ms as reconstructed from diagnos-

tics. This profile is implemented in the force balance of the equilibrium.
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FIG. 14: The growth rates of the n=1 and n=2 modes as a functionof rotational frequency on axis (a) and

the ratio of these growth rates (b) for three simulations with different values of constant rotational shear.
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FIG. 15: The n=1 perturbed electron temperature at early (a)and late (b) times in the simulation of time

3600ms. The early time resembles the classic linear eigenfunction, while the late time shows complex and

contorted features from the nonlinear coupling, anisotropy and rotational shear.
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FIG. 17: The fluctuatingn = 1 andn = 2 magnetic signals for DIII-D discharge 86144, showing the onset

of the3/2 NTM.
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FIG. 18: The normalized∆′ as a function ofβN for the equilibrium reconstructed just before onset of the

3/2 NTM in discharge 86144. By ramping of the pressure while holding q fixed and analyzing the stability

of the3/2 mode, it is evident that the equilibrium is stable to the3/2, insensitively so, and far from the ideal

kink boundary.
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FIG. 20: Simulations of DIII-D discharge 86144 show sensitivity to the diffusivities used in the simulations.
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